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Details of Visit:

Author: lufthansa
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 23 Jun 2015 13:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Rosebud London Escorts
Website: http://www.rosebudescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07532032076

The Premises:

A small apartment 5 minutes walk from South Kensington tube station. Easy to find, clean and
functional.

The Lady:

As photographed although I thought with a slightly oriental appearance. Hair was a little darker than
photos - maybe time for new photos. Regardless, a petite blonde perfectly proportioned - just how I
like it with no protruding bones!

The Story:

I was running 5 to 10 minutes late for this one so showed up hot and sweaty - not clever and not my
usual style. Nevertheless I still received a nice welcome before being directed politely to the
shower. Once cleansed then the action began.
This was my usual "2 hour/2 pops" appointment. First time round Amity used her oral skills to the
full before turning to cowgirl. I had actually thought it might be nice to test her A level skills but,
despite her good efforts, we didn't get past the start gate on this (no fault of hers). Regardless, after
a while the cowgirl was so enjoyable that it made all other thoughts redundant and we concluded
round 1.
After a period of relaxed recuperation and smalltalk the oral activity continued. After a significant
workout (for both of us) round 2 ended in doggy which was very nice with an extremely pleasant
view.
Amity is young (nearly 21) and often I find with younger girls they lack the life experience to
maintain interesting smalltalk during recovery time. This was not the case with Amity especially as
she knows it's rude to talk with your mouth full. So, in summary, this was certainly a very pleasant
experience. There was no clock watching - in fact the opposite - I was reprimanded by her for
checking the time towards the end. My only small negative comment is that the FK was towards the
light end rather than DFK. However, this really wasn't a major issue and so she gets 9 out of 10 and
I would be extremely happy to return.
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